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About This Game

BLARP! is a fun-filled physics game build for the HTC Vive. Built as an exploration into novel game mechanics for the new
medium of VR, BLARP! uses our intuitive understanding of motions and physics to create an active / addictive experience that

is playable by anyone who has ever swung a racket, played with a yoyo, or held a rope.

Watch a short video of the gameplay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05GET6mGRW0
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Blarp is a piece of art. While many other erxperiences try to copy the "real life" (like job simulator), Blarb goes an other way
and makes you kinda swing a large slingshot! This is how I want VR to be, a fantastic, spacey and stylish colourful world.
Needless to say, you can burn some serios fat while playing Blarp. I`d love to be able to play my own local music while playing
though. Anyways, guys get this game, it`s really fantastic!. Very chill game, not a lot of depth with just swinging\/flinging blarps
around to try to blarp an ever more distant blarp, but the simple mechanic has good replayability.. Unless I'm missing something
there is very little to this game. That being said, I really felt a sense of delight as I controlled the movements of these cute, yet
unemotional eyeballs flying around me. The game mechanic works really well and it's a great concept that I'd like to see taken
further by the author.. Well-worth the 3 dollar price tag. Simple, but more challenging than you'd think.. Yesss! Weird VR!
Blarp is wonderful! Ah.. I love Blarp. I love blarping. I got to level 22 before I got blarped. It's really nice.. Gotta love the
unique VR experiences! Although this one doesn't have a heap of replayablility, it does have a very different control scheme
that is well worth trying out. I could imagine a fully fleshed out game using similar controls for demolition of environments, or
even as a weapon. When it's cheap, buy!. The game that makes eyes follow you more than Frodo Baggins. Easy to blarp away
time in BLARP! On the surface it looks pretty simple and boring, but once you enter the blarp, there is no escaping the blarp.
Not sure why steam is showing my playtime as being a couple hours less than I've spent in game, but for the cost of entry it's a
very cool experiment in VR gameplay. Highly addictive.. I didn't expect much when I bought Blarp. After all, quite a few
VR-"games" which costs three or five times more are just glorified demos. Blarp doesn't fall into that category though. It is
indeed a simple casual game, but it is a highly entertaining one. It is neither scary nor violent and it relies heavily on fluid
movements and precision on the part of the player, making it perfect for all ages, especially as the learning curve is extremely
low : if you ever swung a shopping bag you'll know how to control your flock.
As seems to be the norm for VR games : don't let the screenshots fool you. The game looks MUCH better when you are in it
than what the flat pictures can convey.

If you have a Vive and at this (perfectly chosen) price, it should be an insta-buy!
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Hands down one of the most magical experiences I've had on the Vive. The feeling of swinging the balls around the room is
simply amazing.

The game requires a lot of patience in the later portions of a run, making it frustrating to lose to a simple mistake, and hard to
come back to because of this. If the game had some sort of checkpoint system or "Start playing at level 15, 30, ..." system in
place it would have a lot more replayability.

Regardless, for under 5$, this game is a must buy.. I only have a couple of hours on this. But, it's pretty amazing. Super simple.
Intuitive and challenging. Losing in the game is jarring. But i think it's perfect. Makes you regret your last move.
 I've only reached 27 so far,i can't imagine what 50 would be like. For sure worth $3.. This game is just wonderful, simple, and
mezmorizing. The combination of music and gameplay makes the game very calming and yet challenging.. This is a ridiculously
simple game but has virtually no lasting appeal for me. The title is kinda bad, the graphics in game aren't very stunning, and the
gameplay is basically just way too simple.

So what is Blarp!? You start off in a small room with two sticks... one that acts as an "attractor" and one that acts as a sheild.
When you pull the trigger on the attractor, this rainbow eyeball flies towards that controller. The idea is to make the eyeballs
collide with another rainbow colored target that then causes an additional eyeball to spawn, and the size of the play area gets a
bit bigger.

Simple...right? Well that's partly why this game seems bad to me. You just walk over to the target... press the trigger on the
attractor, wait for the eyeballs to head towards the target... release the button and step out of the way and repeat. Every time I
got "blarped" by an eyeball was my own fault for not jumping out of the way fast enough, or not releasing the trigger fast
enough.

Also, eventually the play area gets bigger than your actual physical play area, but there's no real way for you to move in-game
other than moving your feet for real, so basically whatever size your play area is, eventually this game will eat it all up and then
"hit a wall" literally.

Going by other reviews this was supposed to be strangely addictive or fun, but I played it for about 5 minutes and was already
tired of it. I think I would have liked it better if I could have used the shield to whack blarps off into random directions or
something, but instead the whole shield thing was pretty useless.

If you're looking for a fun game, this is fun for about 10 minutes tops and then you'll be looking for something better. You'll
also probably not want to come back to it either unless you're so hideously bored that this looks interesting by comparison.

Things I liked about this game:

 ... nope. there's nothing here.

Things I didn't like about this game:

 too simple. It's about as much fun as hitting tennis balls against the wall.

 Graphics are ugly

 Sound effects are kinda lame too

 No music.

I'll stop there... this game is just bad. Don't do it. Buy something else.

If you doubt me on the "lasting appeal" go look at the positive reviews and see how much lasting appeal this had for them. Most
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haven't even broken the 1 hour mark. If this was my very first VR game I would be like "OOH NEAT!" and then I'd get bored
in less than 20 minutes. I should have refunded my money on this but I didn't.. I highly recommend this one, well worth the few
bucks. A treat to the senses, light hearted, fun, and has the potential to give you a workout. This one makes me wish I had a
larger play area.. This game is a lot of fun. For the price, it can't be beat. I love it.. BLARP! is a brillaint game and it's dirt
cheap. Wtf... buy it.
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